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SUPPLIER, WITH THE MOST EXTENSIVE INVENTORY.
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Race Across America. Lap 3: High Plains

REMNANTS

In Stock, All the Time, Shipped Free

PAGID Racing brake pad compounds oﬀer maximum stopping power,
ultimate endurance and consistently high quality for professional and
amateur racers alike. EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE IN BRAKING!

Spec 911 2020, Golden Gate Region
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Rotors, Hats &
Big Brake Kits
Street & track pads for your Porsche

I

’m on my way back from a great
season opener at Sebring. We
had almost 200 racers, including
about 10 Rookies and 10 Provisionals (transfers from other racing organizations), Everyone seemed to have
a great time. Our racers are ready to
go! It’s still a little strange not having
awards ceremonies or group dinners,
but everyone seems to be adapting.
The online Orientation and Driver’s meetings are being really well
received. Those will likely continue
in some fashion even after we return
to “new normal”.
We also piloted a new form of pre
race practice day at Sebring that lets
racers with current logbooks skip the
DE tech forms. We are still refining
this, but the objective is to allow registered racers to show up with a current logbook and run in a racer-only
practice group with expanded passing. More on that soon.
With vaccines rolling out widely,
we are hoping to return to normal
sized fields this year. I’m sure many
of us will have received a vaccination
before season’s end, but out of respect
to others, we will still be requiring
masks in public places for the foreseeable future. Hopefully, that’s a
small price to pay to be able to get
out and race with our friends. It also
goes well with our general “look out
for each other” philosophy.
Trends

You may have noticed over the last
several years that our Stock classes
are shrinking. Most street based cars
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Receive a FREE fleece lined helmet
bag with each helmet purchase!

It’s the most effective
heat prevention
system.
Full systems,
replacement
parts &
accessories
available

built in the last 10 years are going to
GTB rather than Stock. One of the
driving factors seems to be weight.
People prefer to run a Spec or Balance of Performance (BoP) class that
lets them run lighter. Every car built
in the last 15 years has a Stock class
race weight over 3000. It’s not that
these cars aren’t fast, but we are getting into NASCAR weights here.
Likewise, GT (1-6) classes are thinning. They were conceived for full
race engines, but hardly anyone is
building short-lived hotrod engines.
Modern engines are so powerful that
it hardly makes sense. It seems clear
that new cars will continue to get
more powerful, and likely heavier.
Time to examine class structure?

I think it’s time to reexamine our
class structure. I’d really like to see us
get to a set of spec classes, like we have
today, and a set of well-considered
BoP classes that could accommodate

different levels of performance, giving racers the best chance of racing
with other cars of similar capability.
Of course that’s easier said than
done. We addressed this imbalance
in our GT classes by using theoretical
max horsepower to weight. Similarly,
our Stock classes have always been
grouped by manufacturer advertised
horsepower and weight. Some racing groups use dyno horsepower to
weight. Others use a base class plus a
point system that bumps cars up based
on mods: upgraded aero = x points,
upgraded power = y points, etc.
Many pro series use reward weight,
but that doesn’t work when nobody
runs all the races. We have to give
folks a lot of warning on something
like this, so it ends up being a long
term project. I’d love to hear what
you think our class system should
look like in 2-3 years.
See you at the track!

Cool-a-Clava
Helmet Cooling Insert

Harnesses, Nets,
Restraints

Sabelt GT3 Harness
FIA 8835 latest spec
All 2” webbing
Like us on Facebook to learn more about
product updates, sales and more.

Orders 866-505-2739
Tech 843-299-0997

Got questions about safety products?
We can help you choose the correct safety
equipment for your vehicle, needs and budget.

Ask for your
PCA discount!
(available on
most items)

NATIONAL SPONSOR

M

y relationship with the
PCA began as early as I can
recall, age seven or eight,
complaining as my dad would drag
me out of the house before sunrise
to hang out in a cold parking lot full
of cones. It was years of this, though
sometimes a cold paddock instead of
lot, that created an attachment to the
Club and our members.
Being fortunate enough to climb
through our programs and eventually land in Club Racing was nothing short of a dream turned reality. I
look at my position as Business Manager with the same enthusiasm. The
challenge of a new position, while a
bit daunting at first, is one I accept
as it deals so heavily with my passion
for the Club and motorsport.
Our volunteers and racers make
for wonderful events and create an
atmosphere not found elsewhere. As
you may imagine, I am excited to
play a role maintaining this atmosphere. I owe a thank you to Ryan
and his work in bringing this role
to what it is. My primary goal for
2021 is to continue where he has left
off while hopefully bringing back
a sense of normalcy after the 2020
insanity.
To all Racers, I encourage you to
reach out to me, either via email or in
person, at events with any questions
or concerns (also, any cool racing
footage or stories). I aim to gather as
much information as possible moving into the new season and rely on
you for some of that. While I have
ideas to bring to the table, some of
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The infamous Turn 17

them require deeper knowledge from
participants from specific groups.
We have been fortunate enough to
see many new racing organizations
pop up in recent years. I welcome
this competition, as we have more
racers than even 10 years ago. A goal
of mine through this position is to
capture some of that success with
Club Racing. I feel that small adjustments from the social aspect of a race
weekend may create huge success
down the road.
For all of you I have been on track
with in the past, I thank you (or apologize, depending on the situation)
for those experiences. I see this as an
extension of that time and am optimistic in creating more memories.
Nice meeting everyone at Sebring!

PROTECT EVERYTHING.
CERAMIC COATING | PAINT PROTECTION FILM | WINDOW TINT
FIND A FACTORY TRAINED
INSTALLER AT
XPEL.COM/LOCATOR

PORSCHES IN THE HEARTLAND
FREE Racer Only Lapping
Sessions Friday April 16th

Kansas City
Region PCA
Heartland
Motorsports Park
April 17-18, 2021

Three Sprint Races

A

s Timing & Scoring makes
plans for 2021, I have to
wonder if this pandemic will
ever come under control sufficiently
enough that we can return to a more
normal existence. One that doesn’t
require a dozen questions about our
health and a temperature scan of our
foreheads before being allowed into a
restaurant, bar, or race track.
Hopefully, the vaccination programs that started at the end of last
year will get things under control. We
all need to make guarded plans for the
racing season and the protocols put in
place for the Sebring Club Race are a
reminder that we can’t take things for
granted. From mandated N95 masks,
temp checks, and the omnipresence
social distancing, it appears that we
might have to participate in life’s hobbies as we did for the last half of 2020.
To that end, T&S is looking towards
regional staffing where driving may
be preferred rather than flying someone to an event. Obviously with a
couple dozen races on the schedule
already, that doesn’t mean we won’t
be grabbing a flight or two (or three)
even though the 11 folks composing
the T&S staff are scattered all over the
country. So don’t be surprised if you
see one of us more often than normal.
I do enjoy the opportunity to take
a break in the Midwest winter doldrums, so I’ll head to Sebring again
this year. I always enjoy working with
the region folks and chuckle at everybody bundling up against the cold as
I walk around the facility without a
jacket. Nothing like sub-zero temps
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to make an overnight low of 50 feel
like a heatwave!
I used to try to avoid working
Sebring, one of the more difficult
ones due to the sheer number of
changes that need to be done against
the registered data. Things have gotten much better, attributed to the
due diligence you drivers are doing
with respect to car numbers and
transponders. I should use this as an
excuse to recap the issues T&S typically has, but you’ve seen me harp on
those issues. On behalf of the T&S
crew, thanks for helping clean up the
data points used to identify you on
the track.
Not much is going to be new for
Timing & Scoring in 2021. The
most notable change is a direct
result of COVID protocols. At most
of the race venues, drivers won’t be
allowed to visit T&S unless we specifically request that you stop in to
discuss registration issues or desired
changes. If you need to chat with the
Timing tech, feel free to knock on
the door and let the regional help
know what you need. Better yet,
visit the registrar and have them fill
out a change request and they’ll send
it along; either to the Steward and/
or Timing.
Last year’s updated Change Form
has mixed reviews, but it’s helping
communicate needed changes. At its
simplest design, all that is required
is the registered driver’s name, the
registered data point being changed,
and what that change is going to be.
You can help eliminate some of the

at-track changes by making sure your
ClubReg data is accurate prior to and
during the event registration process
(transponder numbers, by far, are
the worst problem. The on-track car
number comes in second).
Timing still offers live results
using Race Monitor and Race Hero.
Both provide near real-time results
on your smart devices. Use the
QR codes below to browse to their
respective websites or download their
apps from the App Store (Apple) or
Google Play (Android).
Timing had some interesting short
pit stop issues last year. I can’t stress
enough that our Pit-In and Pit-Out
decoders are sync’d to the same GPSbased time source down to a thousandth of a second. Meaning that a
pit stop time of 4:59.999 is short by
.001 second which will result in a
black flag stop-n-go penalty. This is
going to cost at least 30-40 seconds
in addition to the time shortage at
the black flag. My only advice is that
it’s better to have a stop that is a few
seconds over the required 5-minute
pit stop than to make up the shortfall
sitting in black flag.
On behalf of the Timing & Scoring crew, we hope to see you at an
upcoming club race in 2021!

Registration Opens
March 17, 9pm CDT
Http://registration.pca.org
Chairman:
David Stadtmueller
porschekc@gmail.com

Peachstate 225 Club Race and DE
April 9, 10, 11, 2021
Thursday Test and Tune (non-PCA event)

Register: ClubRegistration.net (http://register.pca.org)
Registration Opens: Monday, February 22, 9:00 pm (CT)
More Info: http://peachstatepca.org/mail/group/5
Race Monitor

Race Hero
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Rules Change Procedure:

Since the start of Club Racing
there has been a procedure for making changes in the rules. Racers send
proposals to the Rules Committee, the Committee winnows them
down and puts those which seem
reasonable out for public comment.
Racers tell us what they think and
the Committee then decides what
changes to make for the next year.
This procedure, in fact, has its own
page in the rule book, along with a
schedule.
Last year the schedule slipped more
than it usually does, but the proposal
period was what it always has been:
open for submission on 1 February,
proposals close 1 June. As a practical matter, the Committee will try to
consider late submissions if received
before it decides what to put out for
comment, but after that the process
is supposed to be closed.
What has been happening, however, is this: the e-mail blast goes
out saying “here are the proposals
for comment”. Some comments are
received, but we also get a whole lot
of new suggestions for changes are
sent in. But, wait a minute... That
period is over.
Then, when finally the rule changes
which have been adopted come out,
other racers send in proposals for yet
more new rules changes. Wait - the
time for that ended months ago!
Racer participation in this process
is very valuable to the Committee.
Our knowledge of models and their
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details varies a lot. Most of the discussion concerns car parts, the balance of performance within classes
which aren’t “spec,” and minimum
weights. Lately we have been trying
to see what use might be made of
dynamometer data as part of keeping performance in balance. But you
racers, as a group (and especially the
shops you may use) have a valuable
perspective. It is easy to overlook
something.
It is a bit unnerving to put out a
proposal and hear just about nothing. Yes, racers are not apt to have
opinions on rules which don’t affect
their class. But a simple “agree with
X and Y, but wonder if Z might cause
problem Q” helps us. Taking silence
as agreement only goes so far.
Normally Aspirated 944s:

We have three classes for the NA
2.5 liter 944s: Stock B (or Prepared
C), SP1, and SP2. These days no one
enters these cars in Stock. A, B, and
C are in the book, but nobody is racing those cars (except perhaps when
there is a Vintage group). But what
about SP1 and SP2?
The spec rules for these two came
from different sources, and have
evolved differently. Both require a
basically stock motor and transmission. SP1 has a spec tire and rim size
while SP2 leaves these open. SP1 has
suspension limits which SP2 lacks.
Looking at Rennpoints to see what
class lap records are at various tracks
seems to show that SP2s are a bit

quicker, so the two can’t just run as
one class.
Without worrying much about the
name at this point, let’s call it 944
Cup, which would be the class in
which these 944s compete with each
other, but largely under their existing rules, modified only to even the
competition.
SP1 as a class has been proud of
its detailed rules to keep things even
and hold down expenses. SP2 racers are probably not enthused about
changing their suspensions or undoing other allowed modifications.
How can we have our cake and eat
it too?
The obvious approach would seem
to go like this for the “944 Cup”
class: SP2s would have to run the
rims and tires specified for SP1. 7”
rims are not expensive and are plentiful. The SP1 Toyos are a decent, long
lasting tire, and tires are consumables
anyway. That would narrow the SP2
performance advantage. But probably not quite enough.
So the next thing is weight - SP2s
would have to add some weight to
compensate for the greater suspension setup options in those rules. The
big question, of course, is how much
is just enough, as opposed to too
much or too little. And then there is
what to do about the not much used
SP2 Prep (a few more allowances,
and a bit more weight currently),
and the trickier question of the 2.7s,
which can run in SP2. This is a sort
of orphan model, with not many

running anyway. But weight can, in
theory, compensate for just about
anything, given that the aero of these
cars is pretty limited and they all
have the same body shape.
This is something it would be
useful for those in the two classes to
think about, discuss, and come up
with proposals or suggestions as to
how to accomplish this amalgamation. It may be this isn’t in the cards.
Perhaps too much has been invested
by too many. But larger numbers
of cars in a class benefits everyone,
whether by split starts or at some
events a run group just for the class.
Also note, this notion leaves SP3
alone - those rules have stabilized.
The only useful work there would
be a modern control system for the
951s, so they could get back in the
mix. But that is a different story.
Rules Compliance:

Racers with air cooled engines in
Stock learned last year that the Scruts
can check cams for lift and duration.

This year they should be able to
check the whole profile of the cam.
This would catch cams ground with
stock lift and duration, but faster
rise and fall.
Next is applying this “at track
in car” cam profiler to the 944s.
Scruts can check compression, and

UT Motorsports Campus

just about all these cars (and in other
classes) have had their transmission
gears checked for compliance. Next
on the whiz bang list is a method of
checking bore and stroke (which is
straight forward on the newer water
cooled cars with plugs centered)
through angled plug holes.

June 11, 12, and 13

JOIN US FOR

FRI - Lapping sessions
(DE Rules)

THE 2021 CLUB
RACE & HPDE!

SAT - Practice starts,
Sprint Race and HPDE
SUN - 2 Sprint Races and HPDE

2 FULL DAYS OF RACING!

Outer Loop & Full Track
Configurations

The UT Motorsports Campus
is 3.5 miles long with 14 turns,
elevation changes and eight
straights. UMC includes a
paved paddock with amenities,
garages, covered trackside
facilities and is only 30 minutes
from downtown Salt Lake City.

Region, Event & Hotel Info.
http://www.IRPCA.org
Registration Opens
April 20th 2020

http://register.pca.org
Race Chair - Bob Jones

rbj87911@gmail.com
801 718 1901
Photo by Eric Schramm

TOTAL TRACK TIME: 6 HOURS!

Registrar - Devinder Singh

mdufford@mindspring.com
801 232 6507
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Unexplained postal thing

On November 23 last year, the
October-December Club Racing
News was delivered to a post office in
Post Falls, Idaho (where???) A week
later I received (from UPS) my three
boxes of the overrun.
I didn’t think any more about it
until January 19 when I received my
individual copy in the mail. That’s
two full months from post office to
mail box. Checking with a few others, it seemed like everyone’s took
two months to arrive.
I had the printer send me the
postal invoice verifying November
23. I called the postmaster in Post
Falls, but she was not able to provide
me with any information as to why
they had taken so long to arrive.
I guess that with COVID, the
November election and everything
else going on, maybe I should just be
happy that they arrived at all! . Consequently, this first issue of 2021 is
getting out later than usual.
Sebring 2021

At the last minute I canceled my
planned trip to Sebring this year. I
hated to do it, but things just seemed
too crazy to risk flying.
I received my first COVID shot
early February, so by the middle of
March I it should be much safer
for me to get on a plane. Also, the
COVID numbers have finally started
coming down, almost everywhere in
the U.S., so I guess that means we
are past the surge in holiday travel.
So, here’s hoping that trend will con-
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tinue and life will start normalizing.
I’ve seen hundreds of photos from
this event (thanks to Victor Newman), and I’ve heard several reports
about how well the event came off,
how most everyone complied with
the COVID restrictions (albeit not
without some grumbling), but the
important thing is that it seems we
did an excellent job with this.
My congratulations to all of the
teams putting our races on. It has not
gotten any easier in the last year.
Future Trips

About a week after getting my
shot, it occurred to me that I could
start planning to travel again. I
immediately started booking for
Road Atlanta and Road America.
This will be my first trip to the
Atlanta track. Can’t wait.
I want to book two additional trips
this year, hopefully to tracks I’ve never
been to. Not being able to actually be
at tracks looking for stories last year
made it more difficult for me to do
my job as editor, but I expect that to
change starting in April
You have a story!!!

Every one of you has a Porsche
story. How you got here, when
did you first get interested in vehicles with motors; how did you get
involved with Porsches and PCA;
what did it take to get into Club Racing; what roll did family and work
play (or not) in that process, etc.
As I enter my seventh year as editor I have been getting more of you

approaching me to contribute to
CRN, which certainly helps me.
Don’t be bashful. I know moist of
you are extremely busy, some of you
don’t think you write very well. I can
edit, but I need you to give me something to start with.
Classified Ads

I’m wondering why more of you
are not taking advantage of the Classified Ads section of this magazine.
You know you are not restricted
to just advertising cars. Equipment,
tires, etc. are OK.
There is no cost for ads without
photos, and the charge if you include
a photo (or two, depending on space
available) the cost is $40.00 and will
appear in the next two issues.

Pro & Club Motorsports
Insurance Programs
Left foot braking
Most of us use our right foot for
throttle and brake... But, is there
an advantage to left foot braking?
If there is, what is it and what is the
best way to train those of us that
don’t do it now?
If you grew up driving (or currently drive) an H pattern shifter,
you use your right foot to brake so
you have your left foot available to
push the clutch in for downshifts.
Today, most cars have paddle shifters
that blip for us and don’t need the
clutch on downshifts, so your left
foot just sits there on the dead pedal
for support.
Since I grew up driving H pattern
cars, I also right foot braked and used
my left foot to push the clutch on
downshifts, especially with synchronized transmissions. As we moved
into the sequential (and finally paddle shifter) transmissions, it became
apparent that there was lap time to
be gained from left foot braking.
I had a co-driver that drove formula cars with straight cut gears and
allowed for left foot braking. When
we co-drove together in cars with
synchronized transmissions and had
to right foot brake and use our left
foot to push in the clutch, I was a
bit faster more times than not. Then,
when our cars transitioned to paddle
shifters and could left foot brake (I
still right foot braked), he was faster
than me more times than not. It
made me look at left foot braking
and analyze why it seemed to be
faster and how to learn to do it.
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There are a number of reasons, at
least from my perspective, why left
foot braking is faster. The factors
that contribute to the advantage are
locking the differential sooner, putting the weight in back sooner and
not shocking the drive train on initial throttle application. All of these
give more stability in the rear and
allow more speed on entry, center
and off the corner.
Additionally, when you go from
throttle to brake at the end of a
straight, you can push the brake
pedal down to take the slack up
before actually braking. This eliminates the inertia of trying to get to
the brake level without going too
hard on the brakes and getting lock
up, ABS activating prematurely or
that dreaded “ice pedal” for those
cars with ABS prone to that. It also
takes less time to go from full throttle to full brakes. From my experience, all of these things with left
foot braking add up to be 0.2 to 0.3
seconds faster per lap, depending on
the track.
To learn to left foot brake takes
time, but not as much as you think.
Here are a few things that helped me
after right foot braking for 30 years.
First, it’s a mental block that you
have to overcome. It is hard to get
your mind wrapped around using
your left foot to stop. Even though
I didn’t race karts, we all have driven
them at the rental places. You always
left foot brake with karts because
it’s the only option. Once I put my
mind in the mode of driving a kart

it helped. The other thing I did was
try left foot braking on corners that
don’t require hard braking like Turn
5 and Turn 10 at Watkins Glen.
Then move to other corners that
require hard braking.
If you have ABS it makes that easier because you can’t lock the brakes
while learning... Just push hard.
Work on the release, which is critical
to entry.
Left foot braking doesn’t mean you
keep the throttle on all the time. You
still come off the throttle 100% as
you brake in most corners. The transition back to throttle as you release
the brakes is where the advantage
comes in.
All those above points work to
ensure a smooth transfer of grip to
the rear, which allows slightly more
speed and power on sooner.
If and when you decide you want
to explore and tackle left foot braking, don’t start in the middle of a
weekend or day. When you go on
track for the very first time, use your
left foot to brake. It will help get you
past the mental block and give you
confidence in doing it.
The last thing I will close with is
that left foot braking is faster if done
correctly and efficiently. If not, it will
not be faster.
You have to be honest with yourself. You may be faster to stay with
right foot braking, at least until you
master the technique of braking with
your left foot.
Give it a try!

Insurance Office of America (IOA) is proud to
introduce its Motorsports Insurance Program.
As a provider in all 50 States and most foreign
countries, this exclusive new program is designed
for most operations associated with Pro or
Club Motorsports. The coverage forms for the
Motorsports Program are broad with a tailored
approach for unique coverage circumstances.

Let our experience team of consultants evaluate your
insurance needs to take control of long-term risk
management costs.
Products offered include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shop/Auto Coverage
Business Personal Property
Building Coverage
Business Income & Extra Expense
Owners & Sponsors
No Coinsurance
Loss Based on Agreed Value Basis
Electronic Data
Motorsports Events
Contingent/Prize Indemnity

UNDERWRITING INFORMATION REQUIRED:
• Motorsports Applications
• Current Loss Runs 5 Years

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Race Owners & Sponsors Liability
Foreign Liability
Excess Limits Liability
Workers’ Compensation
Off Track & Storage
Special Events
Business Insurance
Commercial Automobile
Garage Keepers Liability
On-Track Physical Damage

•

Copy of Contracts/Sponsorship
Agreements
Workers’ Compensation Experience
Modification

•

For more information and to request an application call 407.212.3542
or email motorsports@ioausa.com

Register at: http://register.pca.org

Dates
Region/Zone

Event
Additional info

		
Feb 5 - 7
Sebring International Raceway *
Suncoast Florida / Gold Coast
Feb 26 - 28
Circuit of the Americas*
Lone Star / Hill Country / Maverick
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Schedule, News, Forms, Information: http://PCAClubRacing.org

Event Contact
944 Cup East
Clubsport, 944 Cup West

Dan Smithyman
954.224.4717
chairmen@48HoursAtSebring.com

944 Cup West
West Coast Series

James McClelland
925.286.2336
McClelland.ggr@gmail.com

Oct 9-10
Sonoma
Golden Gate		

944 Cup West
West Coast Series

James McClelland
925.286.2336
McClelland.ggr@gmail.com

Oct 15-17
Eagles Canyon* 944 Cup West National
Maverick			

David Hodges
clubrace@mavpca.org

Oct 22-24
Daytona*
944 Cup East
Zone 12			

Jamie Thole
jamie@cdsigns.net

Oct 30-31
Auto Club
Zone 8		
		
* Indicates an Enduro

Tom Brown		
760.505.3286
19911@tbsoftware.net

944 Cup West
West Coast Series

904.813.1254

Tuffy von Briesen
703.980.4839
president@hcrpca.org

Apr 3-4
Thunderhill
Golden Gate		

944 Cup West
West Coast Series

James McClelland
925.286.2336
McClelland.ggr@gmail.com

Apr 9-11
Road Atlanta*
Peachstate			

Clubsport, 944 Cup East

Mike Hopper
770.330.6282
Hopperm993@gmail.com

Apr 17-18
Heartland Motorsports Park
Kansas City			

944 Cup West

David Stadtmueller
816.510.4832
PorscheKC@gmail.com

Apr 23-24
Lime Rock Park
Connecticut Calley

Vintage, 944 Cup East

Mark Lewis		
203.767.3083
ClubRaceDirector@cvrpca.org

May 14-16
NOLA*
Whiskey Bay			

944 Cup East & West

John Crosby
504.909.2767
JLCrosby@crosbydevelopment.com

May 22-23
Buttonwillow
Golden Gate		

944 Cup West
West Coast Series

James McClelland
925.286.2336
McClelland.ggr@gmail.com

May 29-30
Hastings
Great Plains			

944 Cup West

Joe Chambers
gprpres@gmail.com

Jun 4-6
Watkins Glen*
Zone 1			

Clubsport, 944 Cup East

Pete Tremper
609.221.3854
Tremper9146@aol.com

Jun 12-13
UMC (Miller)
Intermountain		

944 Cup West
West Coast Series

Bob Jones		
801.718.1901
rbj87911@gmail.com

Jun 18-20
VIR*
Zone 2		

Clubsport, 944 Cup East
Vintage

Phil Grandfield
757.635.0892
Filthyf14@yahoo.com

Jul 3-4
Sonoma Raceway
Golden Gate		

944 Cup West
West Coast Series

James McClelland
925.286.2336
McClelland.ggr@gmail.com

Jul 24-25
Brainerd*
Nord Stern			

944 Cup East

Dan Perinovic
perlnovicdan@gmail.com

Jul 30-Aug 1
CTMP (Mosport)*
Upper Canada			

944 Cup East

Jackie Metcalfe
226.343.0552
j.Metcalfe@hotmail.ca

Aug 13-15
Mid Ohio*
Mid Ohio			

944 Cup East

Chip Henderson
614.491.0150
club.race@morpca.org

Aug 13-15
NJMP*
Schattenbaum			

944 Cup East

Dan Petchel
609.298.2277
carsInc@cp,cast.net

Sep 4-6
Road America*
Chicago			

Clubsport, 944 Cup East

Cheryl Lehman Collier
RoadAmerica-trac@pca-chicago.org

Sep 17-19
Summit Point*
Potomac			

Vintage, 944 Cup East

Pat Kaunitz		
410.486.1456
Pat@pcapotomac.org

Sep 18-19
High Plains*
Rocky Mountain			

944Cup West, WCS

Doug Bartlett
doug@dbartletts.net
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Sep 25-26
Thunderhill
Golden Gate		

402.250.7032

Apr 3-4

Golden Gate

Thunderhill

Sep 18-19

Rocky Mountain

High Plains

May 22-23

Golden Gate

Buttonwillow

Sep 25-26

Golden Gate

Thunderhill

Jun 12-13

Intermountain UMC (Miller)

Oct 9-10

Golden Gate

Sonoma

Jul 3-4

Golden Gate

Oct 30-31

Zone 8

Auto Club

Sonoma

970.214.7279
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SPEC 911 — 2020
GOLDEN GATE REGION
GOLDEN GATE REGION PRODUCED FOUR CLUB RACES IN 2020
STORY BY MICHAEL CULLINAN #59 SPEC 911; PHOTOS BY DAVID LEONG

T

hanks to astounding work
by Jim McClelland, his
extremely hard working PCA
Golden Gate Region (GGR) track
team, along with PCA Club Racing
(and Nor Cal NASA, thanks Jerry)
there were four GGR Club Racing
events in 2020. Who would have
thought that possible given the circumstances we faced at the beginning of the race season in March
2020. But they did it!
While the GGR team tries to
schedule at least four West Coast
PCA Club Races every year, 2020
was even more of a challenge. A
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well-deserved thank you to everyone involved. Speaking for all PCA
racers, we are extremely appreciative
of your efforts and hard work that
enable us to enjoy our hobby.
Spec 911

Spec 911 had a total of twelve drivers that raced in the four Northern
California events: Sean Van Gelder,
Paul Georgeson, Bob Murillo, Sean
Neel, Karen Holmes, Dave Higgins,
Ned Bacon, Bill Ramsey, Behram
Soonawala, Andy Simpkinson, Brian
Lynch and Mike Cullinan. We had
two at Sonoma Raceway, a weekend

event at Thunderhill Raceway and
a another at Laguna Seca Raceway.
Contrary to typical weather, LS hit
triple digit temps, yikes!
Even with relatively smaller numbers compared to years past, the
Spec 911 racing for 2019 had been
some of the closest and most competitive racing in years and it carried
through to 2020 with intense racing
in all of the races. Typically, the races
and qualifying times came down to
one or two tenth’s of a second difference with literally nose to tail racing
for various drivers throughout the
group. While there are several intake

and engine combinations, the cars’
engine performance numbers are in
a narrow window. PCA Scruts did
dynamometer checks on all the participating Spec 911s to confirm compliance with the rules.
There were four different winners from the drivers noted above:
Paul Georgeson, Bob Murillo, Andy
Simpkinson and Sean Neel. Andy
swept all three races at the August
event at Sonoma (nice driving Andy).
Andy ended up as Champion for
the West Coast Series while Bob
Murillo captured the National Spec
911 Championship, Congratulations to both for great competitive
racing. The championships were not
decided until the last race in October
at Sonoma.
This is Bob’s ninth National Spec
911 Championship in a row, nice
going Bob. Sean Van Gelder was able
to join the group after an 18 month
absence. You’d think he might have
needed a few events to get back in
the groove right? Nope, Sean blistered Sonoma Raceway with a mid
1:48 qualification time at his first
event back. Paul Georgeson was right
behind him, also in the 1:48’s! Those
two cars feature 3.2 engines. When
Sean Van Gelder indicated to Andy
(3.0 liter/carbs) that he was hitting
the rev limiter going up to Turn 6,
Andy graciously (and with a genuine
smile) gave him the “you are number
one Sean” salute!!!
While 2020 was as a challenging
year ever, the close racing and, even
more important, close friendship
exhibited by the entire Spec 911
group was priceless.
Out of storage and on the track

One cool thing that happened is a
tale about an old Spec 911 restored
to race condition by a new owner.
Karen Holmes was looking to
replace her old reliable #36 Carrera
with a new (to her) Spec 911. After
some searching, Brian and Mat Lowrance of Reno Rennsport contacted
former driver and customer Mark
Huston. Mark built his Spec 911
starting in the early 2000’s, finished

Title photo: Dave Higgins battling Ned Bacon at Sonoma Raceway
Top: Sean Neal
Center: Bob Murillo
Botton: Andy Simpkinson
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it around 2010 and started racing
with Porsche Racing Club. Mark,
being a perfectionist building contractor, built this car with the utmost
care and attention to detail with
help from the JWE group, Reno
Rennsport and Craig Watkins. You
can see Mark knew what he was
doing by the people he chose to help
build the car.
As with many racers, life got in
the way of his racing and he parked
the car in his barn sometime around
2012. There it sat for the next eight
years until Brian Lowrance contacted
and him and asked if he would be
willing to part with the car; he was...
Enter Karen.
A deal was struck and the car
was transported to Reno Rennsport
where it underwent the necessary
updates to bring it current. Karen
brought it out in February for some
testing and ran the car in all four
2020 events, even winning a “Best
Prepared” award, a nice testament to
Mark’s original effort and build.
Karen’s new car, powered by a
JWE built 3.0 liter with carbs and
suspension set up by the Reno group
is very quick and has resulted in a
happy owner and some not so happy
competitors!
West Coast Series Champion:

1st Andy Simpkinson
2nd Bob Murillo
3rd Sean Neel
National Champs:

1st Bob Murillo
2nd Andy Simpkinson
3rd Sean Neel.
Congratulations to the 2020
Champs and all of the Spec 911
drivers that participated. Based on
recent conversations it appears that
the group will grow for 2021 with a
few more Spec 911 drivers planning
to participate: Rick Cecil, Richard Smith Allen, David Stomp and
Reno guys Allen Wilt and Bill Harvey all have indicated that they plan
to come out in 2021. Stay tuned for
some really good racing!!!!
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Top: A group of SP911s at Sonoma Raceway
Center: Paul Georgeson at Sonoma Raceway
Bottom:: Mike Cullinan, Golden Gate Region’s Race Chair
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HPR before but had heard great
things, so that got added to my 2020
Race Calendar. Might be good to get
some extra points also. We’ll call this
Lap 3 of my Race Across America.
Back on Interstate 80

RACE ACROSS AMERICA
LAP 3: HIGH PLAINS
STORY BY TIM SMITH; PHOTOS PROVIDED BY TIM SMITH
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More important than racing

Choices

2020 was going to be the big year,
the season for racing all those great
historic tracks: Watkins Glen, VIR,
Mosport, Road Atlanta... When I
started planning the Race Across
America in 2019, I had a goal of
racing all of the great PCA tracks by
the time I hit 60. Well, so much for
planning.
The COVID-19 had such an
impact on all of us, and most of the
2020 PCA Club Racing calendar
was in a shambles. But what a great
reminder that there are more important things in life than racing. I don’t
say that often.

I thought, let’s see what we can
resurrect for the season. With California going into lock down midMarch, all of the West Coast events
were either canceled or postponed.
That left Utah in June as the first
event of the season. The Club Race
portion of the event was canceled,
but Intermountain Region still held
a DE, so I was able to haul there and
drive that great track in two different
configurations. It was really nice seeing the growing Utah Spec Boxster
contingent. Hoping the practice at
UMC will help when we get back to
full time racing in 2021.
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As far as the rest of the season
went, Golden Gate Region (under
the leadership of Track Chair Jim
McClelland) was able to shuffle
things around and reschedule four
Club Races beginning with Sonoma
in late August followed by Laguna
Seca, Thunderhill and Sonoma
again. Thanks, Jim!
It was great getting out to race and
hang out with friends, even under
COVID protocol. In addition to
these events, the West Coast Series
also included the Rocky Mountain
Thunder at High Plains Raceway
in September, hosted by the Rocky
Mountain Region. I’d never driven

So, there I was, driving the RV
and trailer east on I-80 again with
my good friend Andrew Forrest following closely behind. Andrew, SPB
#14, had joined me last year for Lap
2, Road America, and it was great
to have a friend along for company
and extra trailer tires, should they
be needed. After being cooped up
so long in lock down all summer it
felt great to be out on the open road.
That’s what I told myself as we drove
across the Nevada and Utah deserts
anyway. Only 1250 miles from home
to HPR, an easy two day haul.
We left home at oh dark thirty
Wednesday morning, 15 Sept, planning to put in a long first day and
arrive at High Plains mid afternoon
on Thursday in time to get settled
in and do a track walk, my favorite
activity when going to a new track.
I’d watched some good videos
of racing at HPR to start learning
the track, but nothing is as good as
walking or riding the track to really
understand what it’s all about.
Anyhoo, the first day of driving
was fairly uneventful, except for
almost hitting a huge bull elk crossing the highway just east of Salt Lake
City in the dark. One second he was
there, the next he was gone. Holy
cow (elk), that woke me up.
Driving is kind of like flying,
countless hours of normal interrupted by a few moments of sheer
terror. We made it as far as Lyman,
Wyoming that first day and spent the
night in a beautiful rest area with our
fellow road warriors.
Thursday morning was an early
start and another good day of driving
highlighted by seeing some remaining snow from an early winter storm
in Northern Colorado. Sure hope
there’s none of that at HPR. We Californians are spoiled and hardly ever
drive in the wet, let alone snow. We

arrived at High Plains Raceway early
Thursday afternoon, 80 degrees, with
no threat of snow. Whew. The man
at the gate asked if we were there for
the night driving. Huh, night driving? “Oh yeah, we’re having a night
driving event tonight for anyone that
wants to sign up.” I thought about
it briefly but then decided my first
time driving a new track should be
in full sunlight. There goes that self
preservation mode kicking in again.
Unfortunately, the night driving session meant we wouldn’t be able to do
a track walk.
That gave us time to walk the paddock and see who we knew. We ran
into a bunch of racer friends from
Utah and the Colorado gang, of
course. I always like to meet as many
fellow racers as I can outside the car
prior to driving together. I’ve found
that this really helps reduce the Who
the heck is that knucklehead? feelings
on track, unless it’s Chris A at COTA,
of course. :-) I thought I’d track
down some of the Spec Boxster guys
while I had the chance. I was able to
meet quite a few, including the local
favorite and SPB track record holder
Chad Cox. What a great guy. We’d
conversed a bit on social media previously and it was really nice meeting
him in person. Chad helped out a lot
throughout the weekend discussing
various points of his home track. I
was not quite racey enough to keep
up with him on track but his guid-

ance was super helpful for me, the
new guy. Thanks, Chad.
Later that night a good friend,
Adam Jaspers, showed up so it was
good to see him too. I’d met Adam a
year earlier racing at Road America.
Unfortunately he’d downgraded to a
Spec Cayman so I didn’t see much
of him on track except when he was
zooming by, but his HPR tips and
tricks were very helpful.
Friday

Friday was a DE and my opportunity to start learning this new track.
I don’t know about you folks, but I
always feel like such a beginner on
Day One. Even having watched a
bunch of videos, most of the day was
trying to remember if the upcoming
corner was a left or right hander. It
doesn’t help that there weren’t many
visual cues and many of the corners
looked alike, at least to me, and I
found myself getting surprised more
often than not. Sorry, fellow racers,
for being that guy out there on Friday. I especially had challenges differentiating between Turns 8 and 12
(both left handlers that look similar
when you’re approaching them but
are laid out totally different). Yup,
over braking for Turn 12, again.
Aak, not enough braking for Turn
8, again! Over braking is better than
under braking, for sure. Anyhoo, my
recognition skills of the visual reference points got better with every
JANUARY - MARCH 2021
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session on track and I survived the
first day.
The best part of Friday? Kim flew
in for the weekend. Yup, once again
she proved that she’s the smarter
one. (Did I tell you we got married
this summer? Yup, finally talked her
into it. It took eight years and a dog.
Actually, I think it was the dog that
did it. But that’s another story...) Friday night that warm Colorado hospitality kicked in with a great beers
and brats dinner. Thank you to the
crew of Rocky Mountain Region.
Saturday

Saturday, let’s see what we can
do. My plan was to try to remember what I’d learned on Friday, start
pressing, focus on the key corners
and start dropping time. The first
practice session was good, and I
was starting to feel somewhat comfortable. As I prepped for Practice 2
I noticed a small puddle under the
front left of the car. Not a big deal,
I’m sure that was there before. Amazing how we tend to ignore things
when they don’t fit the plan. Well,
upon further examination that little
puddle was caused by a leaking left
radiator. Arrrgh. Good thing I’ve
got a spare. Actually, I think I have
almost a complete Boxster worth of
parts tucked in the RV and trailer
compartments.
So, I got to work replacing the
radiator. Not a hard job, but it does
take a while when you’re doing it
solo. Andrew offered to help, but
there’s really no room for two people
on this job. With this minor repair, I
missed Practice 2, but got the car all
put together and buttoned up just in
time for Practice 3 / Quali.
Alright, let’s do this. Quali was a
bit of an s,,, show with cars jockeying for position and a few yellows.
About three laps in I’m getting ready
for a flyer and my spotter comes up
on the radio: “07, Spotter. There are
no times for you on Race Hero.”
Rats, that’s not good. In an instant I
knew what the problem was. In my
haste to get the car put back together
after the radiator swap I’d forgotten
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the final step, plug in the transponder. Double arrrgh. “Spotter, 07. I’m
coming in.” So I jump into the hot
pits and my good friends Dan and
Brad go to work to plug the transponder in. Unfortunately the cord
has snaked back inside the trunk and
they can’t find it. I unstrap and get
out of the car, find the cord, pull it
back out and then plug it in. Good
transponder light, let’s go. I figured I
had enough time for a warm up lap
and a flyer, but as my luck would
have it, just as I came onto the front
straight for the flyer the checkered
flag was waving. No Quali time for
me. My fault, these things happen.
Move on.
So, for Sprint 1 I’ll be starting
in the back. The Steward was kind
enough to grant me a time from
Practice 1 and let me start at the
back of the SPB field, P10, ahead
of the 944s, at least. No sense in me
messing up their racing. Putting my
typical positive spin on it, this was
actually a good place to start. Got to
learn the track some more and figured out the best places to pass. I was
happy to finish P5 out of 10 SPBs.
Saturday night was another great
track dinner, and swapping lies with
the other racers. The car was in good
shape so nothing to do but relax,

enjoy the beautiful sunset and get a
good night’s sleep.
Sunday

Sunday brought another beautiful
day and I was all ready for Sprint 2
and the Enduro.
Sprint 2. I’d gotten a decent
enough lap time in the first race to
start P5 in Sprint 2. I got a good start
and passed a few cars in the first set
of corners. There’s Chad and another
Boxster up ahead. If I can just get
past one more car and maintain contact with them I’ve got a shot. Well,
the best laid plans... It took me a
while to get around the P3 car and
by the time I did, the lead Boxsters
were nowhere to be seen. That’s OK,
I told myself, P3 for now, let’s maintain pace, get a good lap in and finish this race. It was good to finish on
the podium in my second race at this
track. Notice how racers who finish
third or second often just say “I finished on the podium.”? Huh.
I like enduros. I like to think that
off track conditioning makes a big
difference in driving these longer
races, and the mandatory pit stop
adds one more strategic point to the
race.
I started P4 in the SPB ranks and
got another good start, up to P2.

Great side by side battle with Chad
through the first three corners, but
then he kicked it in and pulled away
on the back straight. I handled Turn
4 poorly and another SPB driven
by Justin Wilson got by me on the
back straight. OK, P3, settle down.
Remember this is an enduro. I
tucked in behind Justin and followed
him and Chad a bit.
I was pushing Justin and he had
a pretty good tank slapper going
through Turn 5, so I got by him there.
OK, P2. Where’s Chad? Nowhere to
be seen, so let’s manage this part of
the race. We had a nice tight group
of 4-5 Boxsters going, pretty good
for the next part of the race.
I was driving way too defensively,
not really knowing the places you
had to defend at this track, and that
was slowing me down. With that,
and some interesting racing behind
me (there’s no way the move that guy
made was gonna work), I decided to
take an early pit stop. Dive in, cool
off, and let the other racers sort it out
on track.
My spotter was there waiting for
me like a cool drink of water, always
nice. She did actually have a cool
drink of water for me, so there you
go. After the longest five minutes
ever (am I right?) I was back on track
getting up to speed. No other Boxsters in sight. I’ll admit it was tough
getting back in the groove and my
first couple laps out were not quick
(more on this later). Running alone I
found I still had a lot to learn about
this new track.
Fast forward 20 minutes or so and
there are now more Boxsters around.
One got out of the pits in front of me
due to my slow post pit laps, so I’m in
P3. There’s another Boxster behind
but catching up. Focus forward and
drive. It was one of the good Texas
racers, Bryan Greenup, who’d raced
here before and was catching me.
We had a nice little race going and I
was learning a lot trying to keep him
behind me.
We were both going at it pretty
hard and having a blast. Going into
Turn 5 I glanced in my inside mir-

ror and was surprised to see it full of
black Boxster. That’s close. Wham!
Got hit on my left rear, but I’m not
spinning so let’s keep going. Car feels
OK. Now, where’s that other car?
Luckily he was still behind me, so I
put the skinny pedal down and got
back to racing. The steering wheel
was no longer straight so I figured
that the left rear toe was out at a
minimum, but hopefully nothing
major. Coming around the last few
corners the car was driving OK, so I
decided to stay out. Looking in the
mirror I saw Bryan pull into the pits
so figured our little interaction damaged his car a bit more than mine.
Too bad, that was fun. No harm, no
foul buddy.
There were only a few laps to go
and I was glad to finish P3 (sorry,
on the podium) in the enduro. After
reporting to Back Flag to assess the
damage (rub out) I drove back to my
parking spot and saw Bryan waiting. He was super apologetic about
our contact, explained that he was
just trying to get his nose in a bit
and certainly didn’t mean to get that
close. What a gentleman racer. Isn’t
that what this sport is all about? Racing hard with your competitors, and
friends afterward. Thanks for the
great racing, buddy.
The good part was that there was
only minor damage and I was able
to drive the car into the trailer for
the long haul home. We were racing
Thunderhill the very next weekend
so it was nice to have a mostly intact
race car to take home.

Heading Home

Being in the COVID protocol,
there were no post-race activities
so we loaded up and headed West,
Kim to the Denver airport to fly
home and Andrew and me driving
back. We spent that Sunday night
at a nice rest area in Table Rock,
Montana. What a beautiful country we live in. Monday was a good
drive and we made it all the way to
Truckee, by Lake Tahoe, spending
the night at my good friend, Heath
Spencer’s place. That’s Heath, SPB
#10, PCA National and West Coast
SPB Champion. Thanks for the
great steak dinner, my friend. Made
it home the next day for lunch.
Summary

What a great trip. As I mentioned
earlier, 2020 had been a rough year
and it felt so good to get out and race
with PCA. Thank you to the Rocky
Mountain Region for hosting such a
nice event. I can’t say enough about
your warm Colorado hospitality and
how fun it was racing Rocky Mountain Thunder at High Plains Raceway.
As I mentioned earlier, racing with
PCA Club Racing really is a wonderful hobby, and I’m thankful that I
can enjoy it, especially now through
this crazy COVID 2020 season.
And having a partner who supports
and indulges my hobby makes all the
difference in the world. Can’t wait to
see where Lap 4 of the Race Across
America lands me.
JANUARY - MARCH 2021
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INSURANCE WARNING
STORY & PHOTO BY CARL AMOND

Editor: I am repeating this
story from early last year
because there is a reasonable
chance that it might affect
you. While I cannot name the
carrier, it is a company that
does massive amounts of TV
and radio advertising.
A simple check on the Better
Business Bureau website can
help you avoid the problem
suffered by Carl Amond

T

he good news is that there
were no serious personal
injuries! The bad news is
that there was almost no insurance
coverage!
Go back and read your insurance
policies very carefully. The words
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“Actual Cash Value at time of loss”
on the declarations page are meaningless. The “fine print” can apparently set that all aside and default to
a ridiculously low amount that they
set arbitrarily.
Check your insurance policies
carefully to find out what your
actual coverage is.

Your may also believe that your
trailer is insured for a reasonable
amount. WRONG!
Race cars...
No coverage for a vehicle
Capable of speed in excess of
15 mph.
Spare parts...
No coverage, considered part
of the cars.

Tools for working on cars...
No coverage, considered part
of the cars.
Personal safety equipment...
No coverage, associated with
the cars.
Personal property...
Automatic 25% depreciation
on everything, even on fresh
food and vegetables.
Estimated value unreasonable...
“That’s what our computer 		
came up with”.
Check with the Better Business
Bureau. A D- (that’s a D minus)
rating is probably there for a reason.
I wish I had checked!

JANUARY - MARCH 2021
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944 CUP WEST
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
STORY & PHOTOS BY STEVE COOMES, 944 CUP WEST REGION DIRECTOR

T

he West Region 944 Cup
National Championship was
run in conjunction with the
Eagles Canyon Club Race weekend
October 17-18. The three sprint race
weekend had the 944 Cup race as the
third race, which was run on Sunday
morning.
As registration got underway
there were 22 unique SP1 drivers on
the rolls at one point or another. As
time progressed and the usual hiccups occurred (scheduling conflicts,
broken car, empty checking account,
etc) the race day attendance was a
record 19 entrants!
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The author’s car decided it had
enough red line runs for a season
during the second practice session.
To the benefit of my fellow competitors I ensured that the time-bomb
exploded on the straight leading
to pit-in and I minimized the oildown effect. My ears were later
filled with the black-flag thank you’s
we all have experienced. Or soon to
come if you are not already in the
group. As the weekend continued
we had another competitor lose a
motor with subsequent spin and a
very dramatic oil filter fire on the
main straight. All drivers were fine,

just a few damaged egos.
To top off the weekend I was fortunate to get to drive Stacie Virden’s
car in the Championship race. Unbeknownst to her, I would make sure
she also needed a motor. I took the
checkered flag and spun a bearing in
a plume of smoke through Turn 1.
On Saturday evening I emceed the
944 Cup raffle. We had a plethora of
goodies from our 944 Cup national
sponsors including t-shirts, hats,
tools, parts, gift cards and assorted
other items. The racers all gathered
in social distancing and/or masked
attendance. The libations flowed and
JANUARY - MARCH 2021
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we were joined by other class drivers
and national staff.
I introduced each SP1 driver with
a one-line highlight of their personality. Many laughs were had!
Sunday’s Championship Race
ended with Mitchell Butaud retaining the traveling West Champion
race trophy, Pat Heptig in second
and Jose Ayala in third each getting
a keeper plaque supplied by sponsor
LugCraft.
I ended the season as East Region
Champion and had the pleasure of
awarding the West Region Champion to Greg Chioccoin in absentia.
The Region trophies were also provided by LugCraft and I highly recommend looking at their work. It is
beautiful!
So... The 2020 PCA Club Racing
and 944 Cup seasons are over. What
a wild year! As I write this there are
already two races on the 2021 schedule, so get those cars on the lift, to
the shop or up on jack stands. Be
prepared for a competitive fun (and
beer) filled year.

Be Smart, Not Sorry
Winners Do The Research

John Poor and Steve Coomes
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AMERICAN MADE
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MAVERICK PCA CLUB
RACING RETURNS TO
EAGLES CANYON RACEWAY
STORY: DAVID HODGES; PHOTOS: JOHN SANDUSKY, WENDY SHOFFIT, STEVE COOMES, BRAD FLACK

E

agles Canyon Raceway was
the site for our 2020 Maverick Region PCA Club Race.
The weekend of October 17-18th
had over 100 PCA club racers and
HPDE drivers attacking the 15 turns
of the fabulously refurbished ECR
2.7 racetrack.
There were a few races within the
race, as we hosted the 944 Texas
Shoot Out Championship, the SBP
and 944 Eagles Canyon Cup. The
first Eagles Canyon Cup Trophy
winner in SBP was Livio Galanti.
One great story about the camaraderie of Porsche Club racing
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shines through in the 944 class
during Sprint 2. Pat Heptig had a
few mechanical issues in Sprint 1,
but the 944 gang sourced parts and
Steve Coomes wrenched on the car
until the last minute before the start
of the Sprint 2. Since Pat DNF’d
Sprint 1, he was starting last in class.
Jose Ayala and Mitchell Butaud both
also choose to go to the back of the
class to race against Pat. Jeff Wiggins
took the win, but the back markers worked through the field with
Mitchell finishing 2nd, Jose 3rd and
Pat 4th. That is Club Racing at is
best, well done guys!

Above: Track owner, Livio Galanti
leading a group of SPBs. There were
lots of enthusiastic drivers eager to
get back to Eagles Canyon and try out
the reworked facility. It’s already on
the 2021 schedule

Mitchell won both the 944 Texas
Shoot Out Championship and the
944 Eagles Canyon Cup trophy.
Many thanks to our sponsors:
• Porsche of Plano
• Aubrey HealthMart Pharmacy
• Life Time Roofing of America

Fifth Gear Automotive
McBee & Co, CPA’s
Heptig Law Group
HOTRODZ DALLAS
RAC Performance
Corsa Works
LSA Burger
Buda Juice

We could not have hosted the race
without their support.
We would also like to thank all
the volunteers; working on grid, in
the pace cars, helping with hospitality, registration, and at tech. A big
thank you to Wendy Shoffit for running registration for the 20th year.
WOW! Thank you, times 20.
Understandably, Cliff Blackshear,
with Porsche of Plano, did not attend
the event due to COVID-19 concern. This would have been his 20th
year working our club race. Again,
thank you times 20 and hope we see
you at ECR next year. We could not
host these events without the hard
work of our volunteers.
COVID-19 delayed much of the
2020 PCA club race schedule and
caused us to reduce the fun social
gatherings of a traditional club race
weekend. Hopefully, we will make
up for this by hosting an epic Saturday evening party at ECR in 2021!
Please save the days of October
16-17th 2021, for next year’s Maverick Region PCA Club Race at ECR.
Words just cannot describe a club
race weekend. To me a club race
weekend is about the beauty of the
cars, attacking each corner on track
during a race, and hanging out with
great friends in the paddock. We will
let the pictures tell the stories.
If you have any suggestions about
how to improve the 2021 club race,
please shoot us an email at cr@
mavpca.org.
Again, thanks to everyone for
coming out to ECR for our Club
Race. We hope to see you again at
ECR in 2021.
David Hodges
David McBee
Club Race, Co-Chairs

TOP: The new 2.7 mile, 15 turn layout at Eagles Canyon
Center: Paul Norwood leading a pack of SP997s
Bottom: Daniel and John Shofner, father and son SPB podium winners
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Left top: The 944 Cup guys always having fun in the paddock
Left center: John Gladwell at work
Left bottom: Volunteers relaxing
Top: Livio wins the First Annual Eagles Canyon Cup Trophy in SPB

Left top: A double pass by Joe Bank (the 944 and the cows)

Bottom: Tom Stephen leading a pack of SPBs

Left next: David McBee risking his best hat as the splitter
Left next: Chuck Bray and David Hodges working
Left bottom: Beautiful Cup Car ballet with Jason Hall and
Joe Banks
Top: Jason Hall, GTC6 podium and overall winner in Sprint
1, 2 and Super Sprint
Bottom: 944s at play
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DRIVEWAY TO RACEWAY
ROB FERRIOL
STORY & PHOTOS FROM PCA WEBSITE DRIVEWAY TO RACEWAY SERIES

Background – How did you first
get interested in cars or racing?
Did you start with Autocross or
DE, or attend a racing school?

As a boy growing up in the 80s,
it would be almost impossible not
to develop an early love (obsession?) with fast cars and fast driving. Between a never-ending stream
of movies and TV shows like the
James Bond franchise, Knight Rider,
Cannonball Run, and Miami Vice
that featured cars as central characters, and names like Andretti, Rahal,
Unser, Lauda, and Senna as part of
the daily lexicon, it was a foregone
conclusion. I was a car kid that grew
up to be a car guy.
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It wasn’t until many years later,
after I bought my first Porsche,
that I was able to turn a pipe dream
into a reality. On March 13, 2015 I
attended my first HPDE with PCA
Zone 2 at Virginia International
Raceway and life would never be
the same. I never knew such a thing
existed, and I never knew what I was
missing. I went on that year to attend
every HPDE I could squeeze into my
schedule, from VIR to Road Atlanta
to Summit Point and anything in
between. I was hooked.
The Appeal – What drew you to
Porsches specifically?

The Porsche 911 is a timeless clas-

sic. For nearly 60 years Porsche has
followed the same formula: lightweight, flat-six, rear-engine, with
an unmistakable profile. The confidence and comfort in its own skin
to remain largely unchanged across
six decades is a powerful statement.
That legacy (paired with the fact
it’s the only exotic sports car that
can still function as a daily driver)
made it the only choice for me when
I reached the point in life to afford
such things.
Paddock – What do you enjoy
most about PCA Club Racing?

I’m happiest in a race car, on a
racetrack, but what’s special about
JANUARY - MARCH 2021
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PCA Club Racing in particular is
the shared passion around both racing and the Porsche brand. Through
Porsche and PCA Club Racing I’ve
been able to foster friendships with
other PCA club racers all across the
country who share that passion for
Porsche and motorsport. I can honestly say some of my closest friends
today were met in the club racing
paddock, and most of them I was
competing against. Racing is a special sport, and Porsche is a special
brand, to have a community where I
can enjoy both is invaluable.
Porsche Experience – What is
your Porsche past and present
(which cars have you had, still
have)?

My first Porsche was a used 2008
911 Turbo I bought off a secondhand lot in western North Carolina
in 2014. The 3-hour drive home
through the Blue Ridge mountains
to eastern North Carolina was nothing short of magical. It was the fastest, most agile car I’d ever driven up
to that point in my life. That feeling evolved after I bought my first
GT3 two years later, where I went
on to own every generation of 911
GT3 beginning with the 997.1 and
ending with my current guilty pleasure, a black on black 991.2 GT3
RS Weissach Edition. I’ve also had
the distinct pleasure of owning and
racing two 2016 GT3 Cup Cars,
which I can honestly say are the purest modern race car around. What
I’m most excited about is the fact I’ll
be campaigning a 2019 GT3 R in
2021, of which I’m sure will ruin me
for all other race cars for many years
to come.
What is your advice to those
thinking about racing?

Think about your transition from
DE, Racing School, etc to Club Racing. What do you wish you knew
then that you could pass on to someone else
Racing is life. It rewards discipline,
perseverance, growth, and a mindset
of constant refinement. My advice to
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anyone thinking about going racing
is to stop thinking and start doing!
Whether you start with Autocross
or DE, own a Boxster or GT3 RS,
the reward is all the same, and PCA
has a path to get you there. It’s as
much about the competition as it is
about the experience, and it can be
just as accessible to John Q. Public as
it is to Patrick Dempsey.
The key is having a clear plan that
makes sense for your lifestyle and
personal goals, as well as having a
good support structure around you,
especially family.
The single most important element for me over the last five years
of racing has been the support of my
family, which has prevented me from
having to choose one over the other
on any given weekend, but equally as
important, has given me the opportunity to expose another generation
of Ferriol children to the joys of cars
and racing.

Title page photo: 2015 VIR, 2008
911 Turbo. First Porsche
left Top: 2016, Virginia International Raceway, 2007 911 GT3, first
race car
Left Center: 2017 Fayetteville, NC.
2010 GT3 and 2014 911 GT3
Left Bottom: 2018 Sebring. 2016
GT3 Cup, IMSA debut and first
podium
Top: 2019 Mid-Ohio. 2016 911 GT3
Cup, second IMSA season
Center: 2019 Road America, First
IMSA win
Bottom: 2020 Fayetteville, NC.
Newest member of the family. 2019
GT3 RS Weissach Edition
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Phone: 203-723-8928
www. SoftronicSoftware.com
email: Info@SoftronicSoftware.com

Softronic is the leading producer of racing
and street performance software.
®

SPEC AT ITS BEST...
944 CUP NATIONALS WEST
BY DAVE DERECOLA, PCA 944 CUP NATIONAL COORDINATOR; PHOTOS BY HART PHOTOGRAPHY

E

ach year the best Porsche 944
spec racers set their sights on
a single circuit to battle for
the right to be crowned 944 Cup’s
National Champion. The 2020
field for PCA’s 944 spec class, SP 1,
boasted a PCA class record entries
with well over half of PCA’s SP1
drivers racing nationwide came to
this one event to lay claim to being
the best 944 spec racer in the land.
The venue was set at Eagles Canyon Raceway on a perfect day to go
racing (although, some described it
as Hellishly Hot). This newly paved
and reconfigured track boasts over
200 feet of elevation change, double
apexes, switchbacks, carousels, esses
and sweepers, with 2,000 feet of
back straight. Located about an hour
northwest of Dallas, Texas, the track
is glass smooth, fast and technical.
Composed almost entirely of straight
lines and right angles, Eagles Canyon
creates a distinct track experience.
The 944 Cup race series that features three classes in all, SP1, 2 and
3. In SP1, racers compete in compa-

rably prepared Porsche models 924S
and 944 normally aspirated models.
The 944 Cup racing series, surprisingly-accessible and affordable, is
designed for drivers of all skill levels,
and the perfect learning tool for the
beginning driver. PCA adopted the
944 Cup classes in 2006 and hosted
its first 944 Cup National at Daytona in 2013. Each year, the 944
Cup series crowns a National Champion for each class in a one-race,
winner takes all, runoff. For logistical reasons, the series recently split its
National event into two, one for the
East and one for the West.
For some time now, the PCA
Southwest regions, such as Maverick and Lone Star and surrounding
regions, have been a hot bed for 944
spec/SP1 club racing throughout
PCA and other sanctioning bodies.
Todd Imwold, Maverick Region,
long time SP1 driver, describes racing in SP1 at 944 Cup Nationals
with PCA : “The 944 Cup Nationals
is a fun event with a great group of
the SP1 folks and the National run-

off builds interest for drivers from
further distances. We have a great
group of regulars and typically have
a group cook out each weekend. “
Jose Ayala: “Eagles Canyon is great!
The changes made to the configuration are a huge improvement as well
as the resurfaced pavement. PCA’s
944 Cup Nationals are always great
events with amazing people that
really drive home the PCA motto “its
not just the cars its the people”. The
level of camaraderie is really something special among the 944 crowd.”
When it came to the Nationals
runoff race, defending champion
Mitch Butaud was the odds on favorite. But filling out the front two rows
on the grid and hearing none of it
were top drivers like Pat Heptig (two
dozen PCA race wins), Jose Ayala
(40 SP1 podiums). Jeff Lent (dozen
PCA podiums), plus three time 944
Cup SP1 regional champion Steve
Coomes. The attitude of the challengers was we all put on our driver
suits the same way, so let’s go racing
and just see what happens. In the

Softronic®-tuned cars have won the GT Class
at the Rolex 24 at Daytona and powered every
car in the Cayman Interseries.
Softronic® software has also powered winning
cars and top finishers in the ultra-competitive
World Challenge Series, Continental Tire
SportsCar Challenge Series, and PCA races
from coast to coast.
Street or track, Softronic® software helps you
put the competition in your rear view mirror.

Spencer Cox at the wheel of his GTB1 National Championship-winning Cayman.
Enhanced with Softronic® software.
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end the championship came down to
Heptig and Butaud, with less than a
second separating them at the checkered flag, with Butaud successfully
defending his National Championship title.

RACE READY?

Jeff Lent:

“Nationals was amazing, some hard
ass racing. We had a huge field with
22 SP1 cars in our run group. The
camaraderie in SP1 is a huge part
of why I race that class. We all park
together in the paddock and help
each other throughout the weekend.
It’s all about getting to race with our
friends. The racing was very competitive and very clean. The recently
re-done track at ECR is awesome.
Its very technical, but maintains a
great flow. It’s one of my new favorite tracks to race on. I hope we go
back there.”
Mitch Butaud:

“Eagles Canyon was great! The elevation changes were most interesting. I
looked forward to coming back to
the 944 Cup Nationals to defend my
title and racing with my fellow 944
drivers tooth and nail for it.”
The takeaway from the drivers, the
944 Cup series, and 944 spec class
racing is this: Big enough to matter,
small enough to care.
Top: Jeff Lent shown replacing a
half shaft between sessions with
fellow racer, Jose Ayala helping
under the car and Mitch Butaud
adding fuel just before last call
to grid
Middle: SP1 National podium: Pat
Heptig, Mitch Butaud and Jose
Ayala
Bottom: Mitch Butaud, 944 Cup
National Champion for SP1
shown with trophy and Lugcraft
skateboard. The skateboard is
a custom engraved 944 Cup
National Trophy designed by Lugcraft specifically for the 944 Cup.
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*Pre race and event preparation
*Enclosed professional transportation
*Track side support and service
*Track car maintenance, builds,
Development and support
*Professional racing arrive and drive programs
in IMSA and SRO America World Challenge
*Proud dealer and installer: Forgeline, JRZ,
Porsche Motorsport, TPC, Bosch, Aim & Motec
*Porsche Approved Collision Center
*Bolt in roll bars & custom weld in roll cages
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COVER PHOTO
RICK STAFFORD
COVER PHOTO BY VICTOR NEWMAN
OTHERS BY MARIAN STAFFORD AND LYNDON FOX

I

’ve been intrigued, fascinated,
obsessed, whatever the right word
is, by racing since I was a little
kid. I remember as a little boy, in
first grade, sitting at my desk drawing pictures of drag cars instead of
paying attention and learning to read
and write. I am happy to report that
I did eventually learn to read and
write but, unfortunately, still draw
like a first grader.
Over the years my obsession
expanded from drag racing to Formula 1, Indy Car, IMSA, and even
NASCAR. I loved to watch, and
dreamed of being a race car driver. I’m
really not sure where the desire came
from. My workaholic Family Physician father had absolutely no interest
in racing. I believe the only race he
ever watched was a PCA Club Race
at VIR that I participated in back in
2008. My brother had no interest
either. He actually made the comment to me that he would just as soon
watch grass grow. I know. Weird.
My first taste of driving fast was
when I was in the 5th grade. I talked
my dad into buying me a go cart.
It had a 5 hp McCulloch chain saw
engine on it, and the damn thing
would run about 60 mph. We would
load it into the trunk of his car and
he would take me to the Greensboro
Coliseum parking lot (which was
huge) drop me off with a 5 gallon
can of gas, and leave me there all day,
screaming around that parking lot. It
was awesome!!
My first actual experience racing
came on a motorcycle rather than a
car. I talked my dad into buying me
a Yamaha YZ 250, and began racing
motocross in high school. I loved
it! Great sport! I raced pretty much
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every weekend that I could up until
the time I moved to California to
finish my college education. One of
the cool things about motocross was
that you could damn near race every
weekend, if you wanted to. There
were tracks all over North and South
Carolina and Virginia that I raced at.
Had an absolute blast. Before it was
all over, I raced in the AMA Semi-finals in Florida. Didn’t end well. After
being accustomed to the clay and
dirt tracks at home, I struggled with
the sandy, extremely rutted tracks of
Florida. The rain didn’t help either.
Crashed big, bent my frame, and
went home to North Carolina with
my lip stuck out.
After floundering around in college, paying way more attention to
racing, chasing girls, and partying, I
decided I needed to tighten up and
get my act together. I took a semester off and traveled around Europe
where I met some folks from California. Visiting San Francisco upon
my return, I liked it, and decided to
use school as a vehicle to get out of
North Carolina by transferring to the
University of San Francisco in 1979.
Talk about culture shock! Moving
from Greensboro to San Francisco!
My lord!! But that’s a story for a different day.
After graduating from San Francisco State University with a BS in
Business Administration in 1983
(and foolishly getting married
for the first time) I moved back
to Greensboro to start my life as
a working adult, trying to start a
career and a family. Still a race fan,
but not a racer.
That changed nearly a decade later.
I purchased a 1985 Carrera Cabrio-

let in 1994. My business partner, Bill
Rhodes, introduced me to Car Guys,
a high performance driving school.
One roll bar and 5 point harness
later, I was doing DEs. In short order
I had become an instructor, bought a
914-6 race car, got my PCA license,
and was racing in GT4S. After
years of frustration due to mechanical issues resulting in DNFs, racing
not one, but three different 914s,
I bought a 2005 996 Cup Car and
hooked up with the guys at Autometrics. I had arrived!!
I knew the Friedmans for years,
having initially met them at Roebling Road doing DEs when Cory
was a mere pup (17 if I recall),
driving a 944 Turbo. Their racing
program had evolved into all watercooled stuff, so I was now eligible to
run out of their shop.
What a difference! I went from
rarely finishing a weekend, to always
finishing! The one DNF I had in
three years was when I broke an axle
in the Enduro at VIR in 2008. Consequently, that ended up being my
last race in that car. With the Great
Recession in full swing, and my
company’s revenue dropping 45%, I
decided that I needed to get out of
Porsche racing quick. I sold the car,
and put the money into the business.
I figured that was the end of my
racing career and was okay with that.
I had checked it off the list. Then,
one fateful weekend in August of
2015, my wife went out of town.
I had nothing to do, so I decided
to drive up to VIR and watch the

Grand Am race. Uh-oh. After spending that Saturday at the track, watching the races, smelling that smell, the
sound of the cars, I got sucked back
in! Within a month, I had purchased
Mac McGehee’s 2007 997.1 GT3
Cup Car, and was back racing with
my friends at Autometrics. 2019
I sold the 997 and bought Chris
Brown’s 991.1 Cup Car. Been racing
it ever since. What a fantastic car! It
is so trick and sophisticated. I absolutely love driving it!!
Having said that, this year will
probably be the end for me. Turning
65 this December, I think that is an
apropos time to retire from racing. I
somehow managed to win the 2020
GTC6 National Championship (still
a mystery how that happened) and
I just feel having accomplished that,
and getting a little long in the tooth,
it’s time to give it up.
Porsche racing has been one of the
highlights of my life. I have been so
incredibly fortunate to have been
able to participate in it, realizing a

childhood dream, competing at a
high level, and meeting and developing such great, and hopefully life
long relationships and friendships. I
will miss the racing, but I will miss
the comradery and time spent with
the wonderful friends I have met
along the way more. I want to thank
the folks at Autometrics for their

flawless maintenance and preparation of the car, track support, and
friendship. I would also like to thank
everyone involved in PCA Club
Racing. So many wonderful folks
volunteer their time to put on these
fantastic events, so that boys like me
can go have some fun, and realize
their dreams!
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Porsche
At The Glen

ZONE
June 4 - 6, 2021

Come and experience the premier road race circuit in the United States.
Friday, June 4 - Practice and Fun Races
Saturday, June 5 - Two Sprint Races, Dinner and Awards
Sunday, June 6 - 60 minute Enduro Races ending at 12:45 pm
Tentative schedule on zone1.pca.org

For more information contact Pete Tremper at
Tremper9146@aol.com / 609.221.3854 Jim Morgan at
morganjd@nycap.rr.com
20th Year Port Authority Jacket for all Drivers

Registration opens April 19, 2021

PCA NOLA Cup 2021
NOLA Motorsports Park
May 14 - 16, 2021
See our
used
NOLA Motorsports Park is located
only 14
milesparts
(20 minutes by expressway) from downtown New Orleans.
section
for a Club Races and Driver's Ed. The 2.75-mile configuration
This will be an all PCA weekend which will include
with the “esses” will be the venue.
Go to www.NOLAPCARacing.org
for more event details.
rotating
supply
of great parts.
PCA Club Race registration opens
Currently we have
Monday, March 29th, 9:00 pm CST
a KMP shift system
http://register.pca.org
and a selection of
RSR suspension Friday: NEW this year!
8 AM til Noon - Optional Open Track Time
parts.
for race cars only (PCA Club Race Rules)
1 PM Official start of the PCA Club Race & DE Weekend
1 PM - 5 PM Practice, Practice Starts, and DE Sessions
Saturday: Warm up, 2 Sprint Points Races and DE
Sunday: Warm up, 45 Minute Points Race, and DE Sessions.
(Racing will be done by Noon on Sunday)
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he last weekend of February sure to book a two-sided room that finished P8. There was only one
through March 1, my hard- faced the lake and sunset to the other C7 car in my class, so as long as
core racer friends Grady
Will- southwest and the skyline to the I had him behind me there was nothHighly Engineered
Solutions
ingham of BHM and Juan Porro of northeast. Some may remember my ing else to gain. We battled a while,
for your
Miami Porsche
and I went to Track
Austin toNeeds
race oldest daughter spent four years here but after my last pass he dropped
COTA with PCA. Being a fun desti- with Susan visiting with her often. off the pace. I lost focus about halfnation, my wife Susan joined us.
We love the town in many ways, way through and started making
Circuit of the Americas (COTA) though traffic is decidedly NOT one mistakes. I kept on track to the end
in Austin is about nine years old. It of them.
but I was slightly dazed. My coach,
was designed by F1 design legend
Friday morning started COLD!!! Bryan Sellers, who I had been with
Herman Tilke and built to host the BRRRRR! Mid 40s. Déjà vu of me all day, started recounting what I
F1 races in America. We have been Sebring in December when I spun on had eaten (or not) that day and came
there every year but one (the year it cold tries on a cold track into wet grass up with about the same amount
rained torrentially).
and took the left side off my brand- his 3-year-old daughter eats. A full
The track has 20 turns. Some are new car! I resolved not to be that guy stomach is not an asset in a hot race
multiple apexes, so it could count again. Sure enough, I get to T3 on the car slamming around the track, but
closer to 30 different techniques or FIRST lap and someone has totaled low blood sugar is worse. After some
presentations. There are a few “no their car in a barrier wall. You may food I felt much better. And held on
lift” turns like T10 that is just a not know, but COTA has a ton of run to first in class!!!!
high-speed kink that doesn’t really off almost everywhere. I have joked
I had some good passes back and
count. Track designers will number you need a map to find something to forth with a C6 car (same as mine
any misalignment, but from a prac- hit… This guy had the map.
less a few HP) well driven and with
tical point of view, if it is taken flat
Started Practice 1 at 2:21, same lots of corner speed. Turned out to
out it is not a corner per se. Like T9 as FTD (Fastest Time of Day) in be a young lady from California.
at Road Atlanta some of you may last year’s car, so “leisurely” would
Most men at the track are enthused
know, it’s numbered but not many describe the pace. “Pedestrian” would to see women join in. Until of course
cars lift for it.
not be inappropriate but would be they get passed, and then it matIt was the standard three-day PCA less kind.
ters little man or woman, you just
Club Race weekend. We arrived,
I used old-ish tires from Sebring don’t like it! But the women who do
Demon Speed Motorsports and
however, Wednesday night to play all day. Until technique caught up race are, in my experience, there for
GOODAero
are now
under
Tommy and Tammy tourist on
with car capabilities,
sticker
tires one
are the exact right reason, to beat you
roof.
After
long
relationship
Thursday.
a waste.
If Iakeep
running
the same heads-up. If you imagined some sort
The night before we headed out
times Speed
on aging has
tires, acquired
that indicates of “you first, no you first, really,” conDemon
to Texas, we attended a wine-pairing
improving
technique.
duct you couldn’t be more wrong.
GOODAero. We are looking
dinner with neighbors. After mixing
Practice 2 showed some good
Sprint 2. Because I lagged in
forward
toofkeeping
the wine
products
and services
the
six varieties
red and white
improvement
to 2:18.atCoaching
Sprint 1 and lost focus, I asked for
over the standards
evening I waswhile
“less than
doesn’t
cost, it pays.
new tires again for Sprint 2. Usually
highest
seeking
opportunities
to develop
your GT3
sharp”
crossing
the
door
threshold
at
Practice
3
held
the
2:18,
but
the
we use oneMake
set Demon
all thruSpeed
Qualifying,
more applications.
home. I tripped, fell flat on my face tires were going away fast. The Vbox Sprint 1 and Sprint 2 before calling
HQ.
and broke my glasses frame. Susan, onboard data and video worked them done. Cup
I feltreplacement
I needed theparts
perforright behind me, found our four flawlessly for the first time since we mance cushion
sticker
tires provide.
We are
manufacturing
the
devoted dogs caring for me on the installed it late last year. Some sort of I started in 8th and battled forward.
floor. “How sweet they are worried software update did the trick as it had I did much better
positions
parts gaining
to keep your
car
about you,” till she realized they were been shutting down in the middle of and getting through the lappers and
just licking up the blood from my sessions, frustrating our attempts to finished 4th running
overall. as
That
perfastisasanew.
busted eyebrow.
compare
coach
laps
with
mine
as
the
sonal
best
in
PCA
Club
Racing
for
A new Demon Speed exclusive
Susan cleaned up me and the ultimate
tool.
me,
but
it
is
the
quickest
factory
product.teaching
The RSR
based engine
Keep up with our specials
floor and pronounced “you don’t
Saturday
stock racing
race car class,
so some improvemounting mid-morning
plate. Replace qualifythe
and
results
Demon
SpeedTriaged
Toe Links
and
stamped
steelstickers,
and
need stitches.”
by one
tough ing original
with new
(finally!)
I ment was expected. The new tires
track
side
thatbest
is prone
chick! IControl
had no symptoms
a con- set welded
a new plate
personal
2:17.toThat Including
absolutely made
a huge
difference as,
Upper
Links for of911,
live
streams
by
joining
cracking
and
fatiuge
with
our
cussion (wood floor).
one second improvement probably while everyone started
aggressively, I
986,We
andstayed
987. High
qualitytheandfirst moved
stronger
RSR
mailing
onfaster
ourthan all
downtown
me up
10 inspired
spots on three
the qual- the
was two
secondslist
a lap
piece
design.
web
or by
following
twostrength.
nights at the
but thesite,
top two
runners
by half way
high
TheKimpton
best forVanzant,
your ifying grid.
which is an ultra-modern mid-rise Visit
Sprint our
1: I started
8th
and
held
through.
I
caught
up
with
third place
us
on
Facebook.
Website:
Porsche
Street or Track Car
and only a few years old. It is right through the race. Maybe a spot just as the checkers flew. Still first in
www.demonspeedmotorsports.com
on Lady Bird Lake and Susan was gained
and lost here and there but class!!! And my coach felt it was the

(216) 333-1200

TO DRIVE OR NOT TO DRIVE
STORY BY DANIELLE BADLER

GREAT PLAINS REGION

A

s we turn the corner on this
year of all years, here’s a virtual toast to sunny days, enjoyed
on sparsely traveled open roads, by
healthy and happy Porsche enthusiasts like… US.
This is not an apocryphal comment. I’m a long-term reader of
Sports Car Market (SCM) magazine, and I recently got an e-mail
from them, with a “question of the
month.” It asked what I’m most concerned about when I “think about
taking (my) car out of the garage.
Safety? Reliability? Putting miles on
the car? Distracted drivers?”
Here’s my response, SCM. Let’s
start with my qualifying ride. A ’78
911SC with 50k original miles. I’ve
owned it 32 years.
Now, that says something about
me, because I swap my daily drivers
out every three or four years, when
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my lease runs out. It’s one reason
why I lease (I get bored). About halfway through the term, my mind is
already absorbed by the inevitable
question; what’s next? When I’m
asked what’s been my favorite ride,
my answer is… You know it… The
next one.
Except for, of course, my 911.
What’s going on? Well, when you
have a hyper kinetic personality like
me, to keep a car (any car) as long as
I have, something must be going on.
And that something is really very
simple. You get in… And it’s a thrill…
Again and again. Opening the door,
ah yes, I’m being transported into
my mobile bank vault. Mastering the
switchgear. Mastering the gearbox.
Mastering the clutch. It’s an art.
Mastering the HVAC. No, check
that. I still haven’t, after all these
years. Handling, exhaust, ride.

There’s a line I heard about Morgans.
That you can run over a dime and
tell if it’s heads or tails. It’s the same
for an air-cooled Porsche. Any aircooled Porsche.
And the looks I get. I stop at a light,
any light, and get a thumbs up. With
the windows rolled down, I hear “nice
ride.” I park it, and there’s a note under the wiper blade saying that if I
ever want to sell, call this number.
Ed: I was not able to get a photo of
Danielle and her vintage car, so I took
the liberty of using MY classic, which
does have JUST enough power to
get out of the way. Purchased in Nice
in 1971 while a starving student in
Firenze, it’s been here with me ever
since. And, it runs as good now as it
ever did. My kids Connie and Leigh
shown above.

CARRERA GT AT MPH

MOTORSPORT PARK HASTINGS
2.15 MI • HASTINGS, NEBRASKA

SAT & SUN: THREE SPRINT RACES
FOR EACH CLASS

REGISTRATION: register.pca.org
MORE INFO: txlessmann@cox.net, wopowog@earthlink.net
or www.gprpca.com

REGISTRATION OPENS APRIL 12
PCA

So, SCM, what’s the problem?

Safety? There are virtually no safety
devices on my car, other than headrests
and seat belts. But, again, I believe in
something called “active safety,” being
prepared for anything. As I used to
intone to my daughters, learning to
drive, “anticipate or perish.”
And that includes distracted drivers. Let’s face it. The number of people rolling seemingly aimlessly has
gone up exponentially. You know
them; the speed demon who skids to
a stop at a light, gets a text that he
has to answer right then. You pulled
behind him, because when the light
changes, he’ll go, go, go. But no. Traffic drifts around you, and him, like
water running around a rock.
Reliability? Not me. When you
put on around 1,000 mi a year, if
that, it can take many moon phases
for something to break.
There’s something else about putting miles on the car. It’s simply this.
If you put too many miles on that
classic ride, it means you’re using it
like a regular car. And that defeats
the purpose. Remember? It’s the
thrill. The new wears off, and your
mood-changing happiness machine
becomes relegated to “basic transportation.” And that’s no fun.
There’s another point about classic
rides that SCM didn’t ask about —
Performance (or the lack thereof ).
My first sports car was a ’64 Triumph
TR-4. Now, 0 to 60 was probably
in the 10 second range. And that
sounds mind-numbingly slow today. But I’ll tell you. For more than
keeping up with traffic, that’s actually plenty. You’re not going to win a
drag race. But you’re not going to get
run over, either. And it was good for
more than keeping up with traffic,
on highways, as well.
One day I swapped my car with
a friend who had a Spridget. Sorry,
I can’t remember whether it was a
Sprite or a Midget. What I do remember, though, was that it was an absolute stone. To me, it was below the
minimum… To run the risk of being
passed by scooters and mo-peds.
It’s confused me for years. Owning a
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Spridget, or a vintage car, any vintage
car, which wheezes its way to highway
speeds, if that. Well then, what’s the
fun of that? Even more, where’s the
active safety, if you can ‘t get out of
your own way? I don’t get it. Unless
you use your toy, which it really is, to
go to parades and car shows.
And, then, it almost becomes a
static objet d’art.,, Which defeats the
purpose of owning and exercising a
classic car. You might as well hang it
on the wall. Because, in the world we
now live in, it’s virtually unusable for
its intended use.
The same goes for vehicles that
have appreciated through the roof.
Hey, don’t get me wrong, it’s a nice
problem to have. But it is a problem
all the same when you have to call
your insurance company to tell them

you’re taking that prized possession
out to perform its intended purpose.
Talk about anticipating or perishing.
I’ve never heard paranoia described
as a pleasurable experience.
No, it’s the odd duck that exercises
a coveted classic in ways the manufacturer intended. Which is too bad.
As for me, I’m increasingly resigned
to turning up the volume on videos
of the Goodwood Festival of Speed,
where hellbent speed merchants
wring out priceless machinery to the
rev limiter. Is this what the sport is
coming to? I’m afraid so.
There you have it, SCM. Do not
go quietly into that brilliant sunshine... Unless you’re a sitting duck
or you can hardly afford your insurance premiums. The rest of you? I’ll
see you around the corner.

Sebring Pro Technology and is the next evolution of the Supertouring seat with full
Hans compatibility. It features a 100% carbon fiber shell lined with NASA-developed
Confor® foam and integrated lateral head restraints. The carbon shell construction offers
outstanding rigidity with a 50% weight savings over fiberglass shells while the Confor®
cushions mold to the driver, absorbing 85% of initial energy distributing loads for the ultimate
in comfort and safety. With Alcantara® anti-slip fabric and leather wear patches for hardwearing good looks, dual, independent leg cushions, and a deep-sided ergonomic shape for
lateral support. Exceeds 3 times FIA 8855-1999 standards @ 63g.
Cobra Seats...the most technically advanced seats in the world!
Featuring Outlast® Technology!
Phase change materials (PCMs) are incorporated into Cobra’s
Sebring Pro to interact with the driver’s body temperature and
provides a buffer against temperature swings.

Buckley Racing
Driver’s Edge Autosport
Fall-Line Motorsports
Phoenix Performance
Race Technik

|
|
|
|
|

TX
BC
IL
PA
AZ

Authorized Centers
| 817-239-7969
Track First
| 604-298-5531
Vorshlag Motorsports
| 847-215-9500 Wine Country Motor Sports
| 610-482-0141 Wine Country Motor Sports
| 480-655-7475 Wine Country Motor Sports

|
|
|
|
|

OH
TX
CA
CO
FL

|
|
|
|
|

234-380-5978
972-422-7170
707-935-7223
303-799-6606
561-748-5328

To find a dealer near you: (714) 847-1501
or find us on the web at: cobra.subesports.com

Alloy Side Mounts
Manufactured from 5 mm high-tensile
aluminum for superior quality. FIA approved.
Available in black only.

Sube’ Sports is an authorized
North American distributor
of COBRA seats.
www.subesports.com

2020 Club Racing National Championship Series
2020 Pirelli Triple Trofeo Championship
2020 West Coast Series Champions
Congratulations to the 2020 Winners!

BY CONNOR HENDERSON, CLUB RACING BUSINESS MANAGER

2020 National Championship Series
Class

Pos

Name

Class

Pos

Name

SP996 NONE

PCA CLUB RACING 2021
CONTINGENCY PROGRAMS

Class

Pos

Name

Here is an outline of the various contingency programs available to racers. Award specifics, guidelines,
forms, and the most current program information can be found at
https://pcaclubracing.org/contingency/

911 Cup 1st
911 Cup 2nd
911 Cup 3rd

Mark White
Dan Martinson
Rob Trollinger

D

1st 		

Walt Fricke

E
E
E

1st		 Collin Schmitz
2nd Gene Raymondi
3rd 		 Chip Henderson

SPB
SPB
SPB

1st 		 Heath Spencer
2nd Sean Gibbons
3rd 		 Mark Smith

GTC1 NONE



GTC2 NONE



F

NONE

SPC

1st 		 Adam Jaspers

GTC3 NONE

G

1st 		 Sam Mammano

GT1

1st 		 Les Long

GTC4 1st 		 David Herrington
GTC4 2nd		 TJ Larsen

H

NONE

GT2

NONE

I

NONE

GT3

1st 		 Alex Steele

SP997 1st 		 Dale Rye
SP997 2nd Paul Norwood
SP997 3rd David Hodges

GTB1 1st 		 Will Tally
GTB1 2nd
Tom Bloom
GTB1 3rd 		 Angus Rogers
GTB3 1st 		 Raphael Assuncao



GTC 3‐7 – Tires awarded to class winners of two championship points races (Sprint 2 and the
Enduro or Sprint 3 if there is no Enduro) having two or more starters
GTB 1‐3 – Tires awarded to class winners of two championship points races (Sprint 2 and the
Enduro or Sprint 3 if there is no Enduro) having two or more starters
Any open tire class running Pirelli Racing Slicks – Monetary discount to podium finishers

GTC5 NONE
J

1st 		 Mark Reed

K

NONE

SP1
SP1
SP1

1st 		 Steve Coomes
2nd Greg Chiocco
3rd 		 Dale Tuety

SP2

1st 		 Joe Dillon

SP3
SP3
SP3

1st 		 Ed Dunne
2nd Dennis Hiffman
3rd 		 Gary Collins

SP911 1st 		 Robert Murillo
SP911 2nd Andy Simpkinson
SP911 3rd Sean Neel

GT4
GT4
GT4

1st 		 Claudio Kaempf
2nd Peter Czajkowski
3rd 		 Jan Sussman

GT5
GT5

1st 		 Alan Benjamin
2nd Gary Knoblauch

GTC6 1st 		 Rick Stafford
GTC6 2nd Scott Plunkett
GTC6 3rd 		 Steve Dimakos



SP2, SP3, 911 CUP, E, GTA1, GTA2, and GTA3 classes – Tires awarded to podium finishers with
five or more cars in class



SP1, SP2, SP3, SP996, SP997, SPB, SPC, D, E, and 911 Cup Class – Discount for podium finishers



SP1 Class and SPB Class – Toyo Bucks awarded to 1st thru 5th based on number of cars in class



SPB – “MCS Cash” for registered winners if 8 or more cars in class

GTC7 1st 		 Joe Still
GTC7 2nd Rene Robichaud
GTC7 3nd Grady Willingham

GT6 NONE

GTD1 NONE

GTA1 1st 		 Dale Hartzell

GTD2 1st 		 Mike Mihaylov

GTA2 1st 		 Steve Schneider
GTA2 2nd
Geoff Isringhausen
GTA2 3rd 		 Roland Schmidt

GTP1 NONE
GTP2 NONE

GTA3 1st 		 Joe Bank

2020
GTB1 Triple TrofeoChampionship
1st
Will Tally
2nd
3rd
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•
GTC 4‐8 – Tires awarded to class winners of two championship points races (Sprint 2 and
the Enduro or Sprint 3 if there is no Enduro) having two or more starters
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2020 West Coast Series
Class
SP1 		
SP911
		
		
		
		

Pos

2021 PCA CLUB RACING
NATIONAL SPONSORS

Name

1st 		Greg Chiocco

For direct access to sponsor website,
go to https://pcaclubracing.org/sponsors/

1st		Andy Simpkinson
2nd 		Robert Murillo
3rd 		Sean Neel
4th		Karen Holmes
5th		David Higgins

SPB 		 1st 		Heath Spencer
		 2nd 		Tim Smith
		 3rd 		Mark Smith
		 4th 		Kelly McKnight
		 5th 		Andrew Forrest
GT3 		

1st 		Alex Steele

GT4 		 1st 		Frank Powell
GT4 		 2nd 		Peter Czajkowski
GTA2

1st 		 Roland Schmidt

Sebring Photos
by Victor Newman

MOTORSPORTS
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EVENT ADS
PAGE

2008 997.1 GT3 Cup Car

$59,950 OBO

Excellent condition. Recent clutch. DE driving ONLY for the last 10 years. (2:14s at
Sebring) One set of extra wheels
97.1 hours on a JB Racing rebuild
Ron Zitza (407)448-1852 or teamzotz@aol.com

			

1985 944 SP1 Club Racer (trailer optional)

(21.2)

$8,000

Very strong, dependable track car. Fresh engine and tranny, Guard LSD, short 5th,
AMB, Longacre convex mirror, hood pins, Sparco steering wheel, Odyessy battery, Nomex shifter boot, fire system, Weltmeister frt sway bar, Tarett rear bar, steel front control
arms, 400# front springs, coil over, 30mm rear torsion bar, cool suit, roll cage, race
seats and harnesses, spare fuel jugs, stock muffler, 2 sets wheels/tires & other parts.
PCA log book. Open trailer (with winch) available for $2,000. San Diego
Skip Carter 619.992.9927 SkipCarter@pobox.com			

1966 Porsche 911 Vintage IMSA Race Car

(21.2)

EVENT

		 9		Road Atlanta
		 9		Heartland
		 54		Lime Rock
46		NOLA
49		Hastings
46		Watkins Glen
11		Miller (UMC)
17		West Coast Series

DATE

April 9-11
April 17-18
April 23-24
May 14-16
May 29-30
June 4-6
Jun 11-13
see schedule

Sebring Photos
by Victor Newman

ON THE COVER
While we have not
actually covered the
2021 Sebring event
in this issue of Club
Racing News, I was
so blown away by
many of the photos
taken at the event, I
couldn’t help but use
one of them for this
issue’s cover.

V O L U M E

2 9

•

E D I T I O N

2 1 . 1

•

S P O N S O R E D

B Y

P O R S C H E

C L U B

O F

A M E R I C A

Depicted in the photo
is Rick Stafford’s
991.1 Cup Car, which happens to be in one of my
favorite liveries, Gulf Blue. You can find Rick’s story
on page 44.
Victor Newman took the photo. As editor, I can’t tell
you how much it helps me having such great photographers at most of our races.

$125,000

Race car built & developed by privateer John Johnson in the early 1980s and campaigned in
IMSA GTU class. As a crew member for Garretson and Dick Barbour, Johnson had access to 934
& 935 customer cars and leftover parts. He reportedly built this car (#8) in late 1979 and piloted
it to a sixth-place overall finish at its first IMSA outing in 1981 at Laguna Seca. Walt Maas &
Johnson piloted #8 at Laguna Seca & Sears Point 1983 and in 1984. It has a naturally aspirated
2.5 with twin-plug heads paired with an upside down 4-speed 935 transaxle. Coil-over suspension, reinforced chassis, vented 930 brakes, larger sway bars, 16” Gotti wheels, and more. With
Ex-IMSA race cars featured at the 2019 Monterey Reunion, #81 wa brought out after 33 years of
storage for a $144k refurbishment. Approximately four hours of runtime since refurbinshment.
Contact Paul Friedman 949.375.1414 PST or aflatsix@gmail.com for more history.
(21.2)

1983 911 Euro Sc 3.0l			

$45,000

Recent motor, transmission, clutch rebuild. New fuel cell, fire supression. All safety up to date and current PCA logbook. Two sets
15” wheels, numerous spare parts. Well sorted with podium finishes. Nascar door bar, camera, cool suit with helmet air and is track
ready with no additonal work needed. This is a 911 Cup or “E” Stock class car.
Contact Ray Ramirez at: ponygradtx@yahoo.com or (281) 743-4469

2016 991.1 IMSA Prepped Cup Car w/spares

(21.1)

$118,000

2016 Cup with a 991.2 re-tub; previously raced & 2nd overall finish in 2019 IMSA
GT3 Cup Challenge season - gold class. (see datails on page 50)

Gen 1 Tranny						

$25,000

Gen 1 Engine						

$27,500

Cup Car PMNA built complete transmission (see details on page 50)

991.1 Cup Car PMNA build complete engine (see details on page 50)
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DE Insurance you can count on

Protect your investment with Off-Track Insurance for
your competition vehicle, and DE Insurance while
participating in non-competitive events.

LOCKTONMOTORSPORTS.COM
The Lockton Motorsports Insurance program is administered by Lockton Affinity, LLC d/b/a Lockton
Affinity Insurance Brokers LLC in California #0795478. Coverage is subject to actual policy terms and
conditions. Policy benefits are the sole responsibility of the issuing insurance company. Porsche Club
of America will receive a royalty fee for the licensing of its name and trademarks as part of the
insurance program offered to the extent permitted by applicable law. Not available in all states.
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World Fastest Turbo S
EKanooRacing

1/4 Mile Record 9.397 @ 146MPH

1st Place - Time Attack 2
Porsche of Colorado Springs

2015 Pikes Peak International Hill Climb

World Fastest Turbo S (Stock Turbo)
Predator Performance

Vengeance Racing

1/2 Mile Record @ 177MPH

1/4 Mile Record 9.717 @ 143MPH

